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Public cloud ops and architecture - the new IT blueprint 
Unified Hybrid Cloud - desired end-state for most enterprises 
self-tuning invisible data infrastructure - policy-based automation, high performance, 
low latency, simple, scalable, agile, 100% ops offload 
 
Key attribute - policy based 
Focused on high performance, low latency 
 
Give ppl better than public cloud 
hybrid cloud data management - fabric and optionality across public and private 
clouds 
 
What we have now? 
Expensive silos - legacy IT and open source building blocks - neither designed to 
operate aaS 
Data gravity - data restricted in purpose-built-silos, focus on captive data services 
 
What we want? 
Automation - cloud-like data simplicity, scalability and agility, app-defined smart 
automation, “self-driving” infrastructure  
Choice - hybrid data choices services across clouds, flexibility and optionality 
 
Data is the foundation (and the hard part) 
 
simplicity on the infrastructure that we’re used to with applications 
 
hybrid control plane 
 
Multi-cloud Data Fabric 
On-prem Clouds 
Better than AWS data services 
- true scale out with mixed media 
- multiple tiers of service 
- 100% operations offload 
Enterprise performance + capabilities 
- 10x performance, 1/10 latency 
- data sovereignty, security and SLOs 
- Data services platform and ecosystem 
 
Cloud Operations 
Cloud simplicity and Agility 
- architected to operate as a service 
- self-tuning, wide price/operformance band 
- role-based multi-tenancy 
Multi-cloud optionality 
- multi-customer IaaS operations portal 



- predictive data analysis + insights 
- hybridise + arbitrage public clouds 
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Product Goals 
- defragment the DC, improve utilisation 
- deliver agile and scalable infrastructure 
- drive operational efficiency, offload operations 
- support wide range of applications at multiple service levels 
- achieve automation to scale, and a self-driving system 
 
Enterprise Capabilities 
- thin proviisioning, snapshots, clones 
- Volume placement, resizing 
- Compression, replication, QoS 
Performance 
- HFNs/AFNs cluster 
- up to 70K IOPS/node @ <1ms Latency 
- scale to 20 nodes 2PB/1.4M IOPS 
Operations 
- SNMP, syslog, RESTful API 
- non-disruptive ops 
- deep orchestrator integrations 
 
Use cases 
Advanced Enterprise - private cloud  
Service providers - bare metal + new clouds managed hosting 
Digital businesses - SaaS clouds, data stacks, real-time analytics 
 
- elastic scalability 
- policy-based data placement 
- self-adaptive load balancer 
- tenancy and resource isolation 
- API-driven, programmable 
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Symmetric scale-out 
- heterogeneous node configurations in single cluster (AFN + HFA) 
- deployed on industry standard x86 servers 
- grow-as-you-grow (node add, replacement, decommission, reconfiguration) 
- single-click cluster-wide upgrade 
- online volume expansion, replica reconfiguration 
 
Policy-based data placement (multiple service levels - IOPS, latency, bandwidth, IO 
durability) 
- policy-based data and target port placement 
- all-flash, primary flash replica, or hybrid volumes 



- application provisioning decoupled from infrastructure management  
- template-based application deployment  
- automated to scale 
 
Infrastructure Awareness 
Native L3 Support 
- DC as failure domain (target port (IP) can move anywhere) 
- scale beyond L2 boundaries 
- scale racks without overlay networking 
Fault domains 
- automate around network/power failure domains or programmable availability 
zones (data/replica distribution, rack awareness) 
- data services with compute affinity 
 
Self-adaptive system 
- real-time load target port and storage rebalancing 
- transparent IP address failover 
- transparent node failure handling, network link handling 
- dynamic run-time load balancing based on workload / system / infrastructure 
changes 
 
Multi-Tenancy 
- multi-tenancy for storage resources  
- micro-segmentation for users/tenants/applications 
- noisy neighbour isolation through QoS 
- IOPS and bandwidth controls (total, read, write) 
- IP pools, VLAN tagging for network isolation 
 
API-driven programmable 
- API-first DevOps provisioning approach 
- RESTful API with self-describing schema 
- Interactive API browser 
- Integration with wide eco-system 
 
Cloud Operations & Analytics 
System Telemetry 
- continuous system monitoring 
- multi-cluster view 
Performance Insights 
- network performance / visibility 
- system and application performance 
App Usage / Capacity 
- application usage 
- capacity planning / trending 
Infrastructure 
- system inventory 
- failure handling / alerting 
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Whiteboard on 
- distributed placement map implementation 
- examples of placement map changes 
- scale-out protocol two-phase WRITE implementation 
- Mesh rebuild 
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Demo 
Mellanox Switch 
5x Datera DF-4005 Flash nodes 
5x Datera DF-5005 Hybrid nodes 
 
User interface is used “when you need it, this isn’t Facebook” 
 
 
 
 


